the DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE
The Director’s Circle is a special group of donors who share the Arizona Cancer Center’s mission to prevent and cure cancer.

Director’s Circle members recognize the importance of having a leading cancer research institution in their community and support the essential work done every day in Arizona Cancer Center laboratories and patient treatment rooms.

The Director’s Circle offers members an exceptional opportunity to play an integral part in the research process. The annual flexible funding they provide to the Arizona Cancer Center is directed to the research and education initiatives where it is needed most. Annual unrestricted gifts of $1,000 or more sustain programs vital to our mission, such as innovative research projects, enhanced tumor imaging, novel drug development and training the next generation of cancer researchers.

With your support, the Arizona Cancer Center can fund new research initiatives as they emerge and accelerate our ability to prevent, detect and treat cancer and save lives. Help us achieve these essential goals by becoming a member of the Director’s Circle today.
“Director’s Circle funding enables us to pursue real breakthroughs in cancer prevention and treatment.” — David S. Alberts, MD
Director
Arizona Cancer Center

the
VISIONARY

David S. Alberts, MD, has pioneered visionary personalized treatment for patients with advanced cancers since the earliest day of his accomplished career.

Dr. Alberts developed methods to test tumors for chemotherapy sensitivity and to use intraperitoneal chemotherapy to ease the process of treatment for ovarian cancer patients. His discoveries yielded new worldwide standards of care.

Today, as director of the Arizona Cancer Center, Dr. Alberts continues to provide the same visionary leadership that led to those groundbreaking discoveries.

His goal and passion is to enhance collaboration, foster scientific excellence and train the next generation of cancer researchers to discover and deliver innovative scientific advances in the prevention and early detection of cancer.

the
ARIZONA CANCER CENTER

Since its establishment in 1976, the Arizona Cancer Center at the University of Arizona has been unwavering in its mission to prevent and cure cancer.

Our 300 physician and scientist members focus on cancer research from every angle.

Our excellence in cancer research, treatment, education and outreach is honored by a Comprehensive Cancer Center designation from the National Cancer Institute, an elite honor given to only 40 centers nationwide.

CONTACT US

For more information, please contact a member of our professional development staff:

(520) 626-5279

Visit our website: www.arizonacancercenter.org
DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE MEMBERSHIP

Arizona Cancer Center Director David S. Alberts, MD, invites you to join our distinguished group of visionary Director’s Circle members.

To join the Director’s Circle, we ask for a donation of $1,000 or more in flexible funding. Your membership is renewable annually and your gift is tax deductible according to federal law.

the BENEFITS

Director’s Circle membership benefits include:

- Invitations to a biannual Director’s Circle reception and lecture
- Annual Director’s Circle Progress Report, detailing how your investment has impacted our research
- Annual name recognition online and in the Cancer Center’s annual report with permission
- Invitations to Arizona Cancer Center seminars, lectures and special events

JOIN TODAY

Please complete and mail this form to join the Director’s Circle today.

If you have any questions about Director’s Circle membership, or would like to make a payment using a gift of stock or appreciated securities, please contact the Arizona Cancer Center Development Office at (520) 626-5279.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

- Select: I enthusiastically accept the invitation to join the Director’s Circle or renew my membership.
- Select: $1,000, $5,000, or Other amount

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ______ State _____ ZIP ________
E-mail ________________________________
Phone ________________________________

PAYMENT

- Select: Enclosed is my check payable to UA Foundation/Arizona Cancer Center—Director’s Circle.
- Select: Please charge $ _________ to my credit card:
  - Visa
  - MasterCard
  - Discover
  - American Express

Card Holder ________________________________
Card No. __________________________________
Exp. Date ________________________________
Signature ________________________________

- Select: My employer will match my gift: ________________________________